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SCRIPT 

NMS INTRO STING 

In the early hours of Sunday, the 18th of January 1981, happiness was 

turned to horror as a house was set ablaze. Yet in its ashes rose an 

angered and weary Black community demanding answers, justice and 

that its voice be heard.  

This year marks the 39th anniversary of the New Cross massacre, a 

turning point in Black British history. A birthday celebration had ended in 

disaster as a fire, seemingly starting from nowhere, ripped through a 

house in New Cross, killing 14 teenagers. The cause of the fire was never 

established, but the early 1980s had seen increased attacks towards the 

Black community, with many houses and community centres being fire-

bombed by far-right nationalists. Despite the incident at New Cross 

rocking much of the community, the silence from members of government 

and the media was palpable. 
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Discontent was shown in the National People’s Day of Action March, a 

large demonstration which called out the government’s inactivity over the 

issue. While disruption was only a small part of this protest, this was all 

the press focused on. It was becoming a pattern in which the media would 

either ignore the issues facing the Black community, or only present 

stories which depicted Black people in ways that fulfilled racist 

stereotypes. This, and the reductive media coverage of later events such 

as the Brixton uprisings, spurred the creation of publications such as Race 

Today and The Voice.  Hence the New Cross Massacre’s pivotal role in 

the establishment of Black British publications as a way of addressing and 

publicising the concerns of the Black British community, which were often 

ignored by mainstream media.   

My name is Faustina and I have been completing a traineeship at London 

Metropolitan Archives.  One project I have been undertaking throughout 

my placement is working on the Eric and Jessica Huntley Library. This is 

a collection of leaflets, pamphlets and newspapers including Race Today 

and The Voice, collected by Jessica and Eric Huntley from the 1970s 

onwards. 
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The Huntleys were well known activists whose influential publishing 

house, Bogle L’Ouverture, distributed work such as Walter Rodney’s ‘How 

Europe Underdeveloped Africa’, as well as poetry anthologies and novels. 

Their library also contains a range of material relating to Black activism 

within the UK, the Caribbean and Africa.  

One ‘zine’ I came across was called ‘wha’appen sista’.  It was created by 

a group of Manchester-based Black feminists known as ‘The Daughters 

of Harriet Tubman’. The ‘zine’s front shows a drawing of a woman with a 

large afro that fills up most of the cover, a reflection of the group’s 

determination to take up space. Inside the ‘zine are poems, as well an 

outline of the group’s aims. Magazines, ‘zines and pamphlets such as 

these show the agendas of grassroot activist groups and provide a unique 

glimpse into the numerous campaigns and calls for action by the Black 

community in the 1970s and ‘80s. Additionally, newspapers such as The 

Voice, Britain’s only weekly Afro-Caribbean newspaper, kept people 

informed of racially motivated incidents, court cases and the activities of 

Black politicians.  

While cataloguing these pamphlets and publications, I used archive 

material and wider reading to research the situation of Black Britons - from 

the arrival of the SS Windrush in 1948 to the later arrival of African 

migrants from Commonwealth nations in the 1980s.  Working on this 

project showed me a period of British history often ignored, in which Black 

British activism was thriving and the celebration of Black identity was at  
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the core of these movements.  In today’s world, where Black British 

activism is undergoing a resurgence, this collection showed me the crucial 

groundwork done many decades before by groups of Black Britons who 

began the fight to be heard.  

Yet what struck me most was the collection of Black newspapers found in 

the Huntley Library, and how these publications were in themselves a form 

of activism, creating a dialogue between Black communities within 

London, and also Black communities across the globe. Articles in Black 

British newspapers often drew parallels between the Brixton uprisings and 

the struggles against apartheid in Soweto. In this way, publications drew 

on a universal Black experience that cut across global lines, while still 

affirming Black British identity as legitimate. 

But even more significantly, newspapers established a tone which 

balanced reporting heavier topics while celebrating aspects of Black 

British life. Newspapers reflected and revelled in how the combination of 

Caribbean and African culture with British identity had created an exciting 

and distinctive cultural experience for Black Brits. There were many 

examples of this, such as a fun pull-out I came across for how to ‘survive 

Notting Hill Carnival’ in the 1980s. The front of this pull-out featured a 

beaming carnival performer in a flamboyant and decorative pink costume, 

and inside the magazine was a map of the best food and music stalls. I 

also especially enjoyed poring over adverts that promoted all things Black 

and ‘80s, like Jheri curl activator creams - one advert featured a group of 

Black men and women adorned with crowns of heavily coiled and glittering  
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hair. These newspapers, in centring Black narratives and experience, had 

the power to show all aspects of Black British life, its hardships as well as 

its joys.     

Incidents such as the New Cross Massacre showed that if the Black 

British experience was ever going to be accurately represented and be 

given the nuance and urgency it deserved, the impetus would have to 

come from the African Caribbean community itself. The mobilisation of 

Black British activist groups, and the creation of Black newspapers, is a 

part of British history that should be more well known. Yet while the 

national curriculum catches up, I find myself more grateful than ever for 

spaces like archives that hold these histories and continue teaching these 

legacies.  

NMS OUTRO STING 

SCRIPT ENDS 

 


